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Sherlock Holmes has been popular in Japan since the Meiji Restoration (1868-1912), but 

no critic has yet connected Holmes and the protagonist of the recent graphic novel Death 

Note (2003-2006). While American detective fiction has defined itself somewhat in 

opposition to Arthur Conan Doyle, Japan embraced Sherlock Holmes and created a series 

of detectives modeled on the English icon. These characters live and work in Japan, but 

they are never more than Japanese versions of an English original. Although Japan has a 

long history of adaptations and translations of Doyle‘s writings, no Japanese character 

has exemplified Holmes as fully as L, the protagonist of Death Note. While L is clearly 

similar to Holmes, he also blends English and Japanese characteristics in a way that no 

Japanese detective figure before him managed to do, and thus becomes the first 

quintessentially Japanese Sherlock Holmes.  
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Introduction 

―[T]he detective is […] the one capable of 

making sense out of a world of mysteries.‖  

Peter Hühn  

 

Sherlock Holmes is often described as aloof, clever, and logical. His methods are 

legendary, as is his ego and his record of solving crimes. His constant companion, Dr. 

John Watson, is never far away and the two collaborate constantly in Arthur Conan 

Doyle‘s famous short stories and novels. Through Holmes, 

Doyle established on a world-wide basis the figure of the detective as central to 

crime fiction. However many successful detectives there have been before 

Sherlock Holmes, their successes were subsumed into and superseded by that 

archetypal representation of the somewhat aloof, infinitely clever, quite active, 

but always reliable hero who helped a baffled and threatened populace 

symbolized by Dr. Watson. (Knight, 67)  

 

Although he is not the original detective, Holmes is the most well known fictional 

detective in the world and an international icon. The original fictional detective was 

Monsieur C. Auguste Dupin, created by Edgar Allen Poe in the short story ―Murder of 

Rue Morgue‖ published in 1841. Conan Doyle did not introduce Holmes until the novel 

A Study in Scarlet over forty years later in 1887. Holmes‘s popularity, however, did not 

pick up until the short stories The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes were printed in Strand 

Magazine beginning in 1891. From 1891 and continuing today, the character of Holmes 

has been summoned to solve any number of baffling crimes, which have changed as he is 

adapted in different times and places. What does not change, however, is the essence of 

who Holmes is, as defined by his profession and attitude. He is never improved upon but 

is constantly reborn. 
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Holmes‘s methods of deduction and other traits are unique: he is also a gentleman 

who needs a companion and archenemy to prove his humanness and the depth of his 

skills. To create a truly Holmesian figure, a triad including the detective Holmes, his 

companion Watson, and his archenemy Moriarty is necessary. To create a detective that 

matches the depth of Holmes‘s character, these two types of characters are necessary to 

stand alongside him. Watson reveals that Holmes cares about people other than himself. 

Detective fiction will often blur the line between detective and deviant because the 

detective will work in the shadowy world and may work by his own laws. Moriarty 

proves that Holmes is not the criminal. Holmes is a man that fights for justice, not against 

it. There are many other facets to Holmes‘s personality than the ones listed above. 

 Holmes‘s popularity transcends cultural boundaries, as evidenced by his fame in 

Japan, which dates back to the Meiji Restoration in 1862, and today Japan is the site of 

the world‘s largest Sherlock Holmes fan club. At present, the graphic novel Death Note 

blends Japanese myth and popular culture with Sherlock Holmes. In Death Note, Light 

Yagami, a high school student, discovers a notebook dubbed a Death Note. The Death 

Note originally belonged to a Shinigami, or Japanese Death God, named Ryuk, and is 

designed to kill anyone whose name is written inside. Light takes it upon himself to purge 

the world of criminals and evildoers by using the Death Note, thus becoming a murderer 

himself. The public dub him Kira, or killer in Japanese. L
1
, a detective, begins to see a 

pattern in the deaths and decides to bring the killer to justice. What follows is Light 

trying to kill L and L trying to catch Light in a battle reminiscent of Holmes‘s fight 

                                                           
1
 The origins of L‘s name came from Ohba‘s desire for a letter than sounded strong by 

itself. (Ohba, 13:61) 
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against Moriarty, as Moriarty tried to kill Holmes while Holmes tried to catch him.  

 The comparison between L and Sherlock Holmes is not completely unheard of as 

readers discuss the topic in underground forums on the internet, but very few scholars 

have compared the two detectives or looked at the cultural significance of such a 

comparison. Furthermore, L is not the first rendition of Sherlock Holmes in Japan. Other 

adaptations include The Curious Casebook of Inspector Hanshichi, Sherlock Hound, and 

Case Closed. Each of these presents different aspects of Holmes, but never his entire 

character, often changing his personality or leaving out key characters. L is the first true 

example of Sherlock Holmes in Japan. The selection of Holmes‘s traits Japan highlights 

in the renditions or adaptations reveals what parts of him Japanese society is ready to 

accept into their culture or keep distinctly ―English‖ at the time of the adaptation.   

 To understand L‘s role as the first Japanese Sherlock Holmes, a sound 

understanding of Sherlock Holmes‘s history and critical arguments about what defines 

him are required. Furthermore, an understanding of Holmes‘s role in Japanese detective 

fiction before Death Note is beneficial. Holmes‘s role is paramount in not only 

comprehending L‘s status as the first Japanese Sherlock Holmes but also in how this 

affects Japanese detective fiction in general. Chapter three compares L to Sherlock 

Holmes, first in terms of similarities between the two characters‘ methods and 

personalities, and then in terms of a triad of characters common to both. This analysis 

confirms that L is the first Japanese Sherlock Holmes, and possibly the first quintessential 

fictional detective of Japan. Holmes becomes less of a British icon and transforms into an 

archetypal icon for the perfect detective.   
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Chapter 1: Detective Work: The Detective and Fiction 

To understand Sherlock Holmes‘s significance in detective fiction around the 

world, it is necessary to examine the origin of Sherlock Holmes. This understanding is a 

prerequisite to exploring his influence in Japan. Crime fiction, which was essentially 

retellings of court cases or similar situations, had been around for centuries before 

detective fiction became common in the mid-nineteenth century. It was Conan Doyle‘s 

Sherlock Holmes that defined detective fiction near the end of the nineteenth century. The 

Sherlock Holmes short stories established detective fiction as a genre and foreshadowed 

the ―Golden Age‖ of detective fiction in England. Many critics argue about Holmes‘s 

personality and popularity; he is a rare fictional character that has more criticism written 

about him than stories. I will explore some of these analyses later in the chapter, focusing 

on his methods, relationships, and personal traits. Understanding the impact Holmes has 

had on detective fiction throughout history, and then exploring his most well-known and 

popular traits, will offer a better understanding of his effect on Japanese detective fiction. 

 

History of Detective Fiction 

Detective fiction was created when Edgar Allan Poe wrote ―The Murders of Rue 

Morgue‖ and introduced the reader to Monsieur C. Auguste Dupin, a character explicitly 

meant to solve crimes, in 1841. This eccentric detective is the first of his kind, but not the 

most famous. . Though Poe was the father of detective fiction, crime stories began much 

earlier, with some of the stories dating back to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

One of the most recognized compilations of crime stories came from the magazine The 

Newgate Calendar, a serial published in the eighteenth and nineteenth century.  
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When Poe wrote ―The Murders of Rue Morgue,‖ he established a genre that 

changed fiction. The detective story was born, but it was not until The Adventures of 

Sherlock Holmes was published in 1891 that the field gained major, if not worldwide, 

popularity. Other popular detective authors during the interim include Wilkie Collins and 

Emile Gaboriau, who kept the genre alive until Conan Doyle wrote Sherlock Holmes. 

Short stories dominated the field until ―The Golden Age‖ of the detective story between 

the 1920s and 1930s. This was supposedly the greatest age of detective fiction in 

England.  

 Whether later detectives were based on Holmes or not, thanks to ―the Sherlock 

Holmes series, detective fiction became for the first time an indubitably popular and 

repeatable genre format‖ (Priestman, 4). Even though America created their fictional 

detectives in opposition to England‘s detectives: ―In America, the detective was taking a 

different turn, with ―hardboiled private eye[s]‖ they were ―in conscious opposition to the 

genteelly ‗English‘ model‖ (Priestman, 2), without him the genre would not have evolved 

as it did because as the detectives were in direct opposition to Holmes.  

Some scholars have debated about what makes Sherlock Holmes so popular or 

memorable. Surprisingly, however, when the first Sherlock Holmes story, A Study in 

Scarlet, was published in Beeton’s Christmas Annual in 1887, it was not very popular. 

Conan Doyle was going to stop writing Sherlock Holmes until he was commissioned to 

write a second Holmes story in 1890, The Sign of Four, which was published in 

Lippincott’s Monthly Magazine. Sherlock Holmes did not attain the height of his 
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popularity until Conan Doyle began writing short stories for Strand Magazine a year 

later. Holmes would then haunt Conan Doyle for the rest of his career.  

 

About Holmes 

Conan Doyle did something truly tremendous with Sherlock Holmes: ―he made 

his principal character […] into that extraordinary thing, a household word‖ (Haining, 7). 

Conan Doyle wrote Holmes with his good friend Dr. Joseph Bell in mind. Holmes was 

originally to be a doctor, but Conan Doyle changed his character to a detective. Holmes 

relies on specific type knowledge and his observational skills to solve cases. While 

Holmes has little knowledge of some subjects, such as literature and the solar system, 

―…his zeal for certain studies was remarkable, and within eccentric limits his knowledge 

was so extraordinarily ample and minute that his observations have fairly astounded me‖ 

(Conan Doyle, 1: 12). Holmes only cares about specific knowledge that is useful to him, 

such as the sciences, most importantly chemistry, old court cases, and law; he wants to 

learn and understand everything on these subjects. Holmes admits that what other 

detectives lacked was not so much the methods but the knowledge needed to solve a case 

in any situation.   

Analytic reasoning and a specific knowledge of crime back up his methods of 

deduction, based on observation. Holmes‘s use of cocaine is also necessary to help 

understand his character because although he sometimes relies on a drug, ignoring his 

health just to be able to keep the mind sharp or solve cases; his true addiction is solving 

crimes. Though rarely explored by scholars but still important is Holmes‘s ability to 

disguise himself. He uses disguises and aliases to shroud himself in the very mysteries he 
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solves. He is also extremely arrogant and proud of his methods, but that is because he 

finds many people beneath him intellectually. This arrogance makes it very hard for 

anyone to be on friendly terms with Holmes, especially in combination with his cold 

logic. One person, however, who is able to understand and appreciate Holmes, Dr. John 

Watson, and this person is vital to his character. Another character that is necessary in 

appreciating Holmes‘s character is someone who challenges him intellectually is his 

archenemy, Professor James Moriarty. Moriarty proves that Holmes is not the shadowy 

criminal of the crimes he solves.    

The last point to help understand Holmes‘s character is that while Holmes never 

works with other detectives, he is often paired against the police. The police in Conan 

Doyle‘s creation are a bumbling taskforce, while Holmes is the detective that can actually 

get work done: ―[Holmes‘s] reputation, indeed, has largely been built up by the regularity 

of his successes over the office force, successes due to his entirely different attitude 

towards the cases he investigated, and to the original methods adopted in their solution‖ 

(Blakeney, 24).  

Sherlock Holmes is the quintessential fictional detective. He takes the aloofness 

of Poe‘s Dupin, the courage and acuteness of Gaboriau‘s Lecoq, Ezra Jenning‘s science, 

Robert Audley‘s languidity, and a few characteristics from other detectives or characters, 

while Conan Doyle added his own ideas into the modus operandi of the detective formula 

(Knight, 55-56). Conan Doyle does something unintentionally by creating Holmes; he 

sets a standard for all others to follow. Even if Holmes begins as composite of other 
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characters, Conan Doyle makes sure to establish a distinct identity for Holmes. Conan 

Doyle wanted to a write a detective that was completely different from others.  

Conan Doyle knew other literary detectives and wanted to begin his own story by 

cutting ties with all of them: ―Although Doyle confessed himself a great fan of the 

detective stories of Poe and Gaboriau, he complained that the literary detective too often 

‗obtains results without any obvious reason. That is not fair, that is not art‘‖ (Jann, 46).  

The earlier detectives never gave the chance for others, such as the readers, to learn how 

to solve cases on their own. Conan Doyle writes Holmes to stand apart from any other 

detectives, fictional or otherwise, before him. Conan Doyle gives his readers a near step-

by-step pattern of how Holmes is able to solve the case, creating a new type of detective.  

Each of Holmes‘s traits helps to comprehend the complexity and diversity of his 

character. The qualities above are also commonly explored by scholars around the world 

in an attempt to learn more about the greatest fictional detective ever created. 

 

Critics 

 Literary critics have analyzed Holmes‘s methods and personality since he was 

created. While it is reasonable to acknowledge his methods are necessary to his character 

since Holmes‘s profession defines him, there is more to Holmes‘s appeal than scientific 

methods. For example, his relationship with Watson and Moriarty is extremely important, 

as is his drug use, which some have described more than recreational.  

Some scholars have described Holmes as a drug addict because he uses cocaine. 

One such critic, Jack Tracy elaborates on this claim to say that Holmes was ―perhaps the 

best known drug user of all time,‖ and notes that his ―drug dependence seized the popular 
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imagination‖ (Tracy, 13). When Holmes is not on a case, he relies on outside activities, 

and if all else fails, cocaine. Cocaine was first popular because of ―its useful [ness] as an 

anti-fatigue agent‖ and this is the reason Holmes relied on it in certain situations (Tracy, 

18). Tracy argues that cocaine helped Holmes‘s career: ―It may not be an overspeculation 

to suggest that cocaine was the salvation of Sherlock Holmes‘s early career‖ (Tracy, 51). 

Other scholars, such as George F McCleary, argue that Holmes was never a drug addict. 

McCleary argues that ―Holmes was not one of those men who are unable to occupy 

themselves unless some definite task is presented to them. He was a man of immense 

mental resource and initiative‖ (McCleary, 42). Holmes had other ways to occupy 

himself without resorting to cocaine whenever there was a lull in cases. The drug is 

important to Holmes but he uses it solely to keep his mind sharp. It is difficult to agree 

that his success relied on this drug, as he found cocaine to be his last resort during the 

lulls between cases. His drug use is, however, relevant to his character and will be 

discussed in connection with the Japanese adaptations and renditions in later chapters. 

This debate on whether he is addicted to cocaine is pertinent to my overall claim because 

cocaine is only a tool to keep his mind sharp: Holmes is actually addicted to solving 

crimes.   

His addiction may not be entirely well known but his methods are. To solve 

crimes, Holmes has very specific techniques that continue to be tied to his character 

traits. E. J. Wagner writes:  

Sherlock Holmes may have been fictional, but what we learn from him is 

very real. He tells us that science provides not simplistic answers but a 

rigorous method of formulating questions that may lead to answers. The 
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figure of Holmes stands for human reason, tempered with a gift of 

friendship. (Wagner, viii)  

 

Holmes‘s methods are structured and exemplify the highest degree of reason the human 

mind can achieve. He answers every problem with logic, rarely letting emotion cloud his 

judgment. Holmes looks at all possible solutions and is able to rationally deduce the best 

possible conclusion. Essentially, he is one of, if not the first detective to apply the actual 

scientific method to crime solving. Holmes‘s systematic methods would often shine light 

on the truth of whatever crime he was solving, ensuring ―the triumph of fact and science 

over fantasy and superstition‖ (Wagner, 17). The methods Holmes uses help define his 

character. While his techniques are necessary in understanding his character, they are 

most certainly not the only pieces that make Holmes who he is.  

Holmes‘s methods are cold, logical, and methodical, and these same words can be 

used to describe Holmes himself. Watson helps reveal, however, that Holmes is not as 

cold or caustic as many believe him to be. Working alongside Holmes, Watson also 

reveals that Holmes does not pay attention to class systems because ―it does not matter 

[to him] if the victim is an unknown tramp, an escaped convict, a cabinet minister, a 

noble peer, or a string of social nonentities, the detective assumes the same painstaking 

effort to reach a solution‖ (Paul, 23). Holmes is more concerned with the case than the 

person. However, just as easily as he accepts a case, he will ignore and turn one down if 

it is not challenging enough. He rarely lets his own values or opinions stop him from 

solving cases, so long as the case is interesting and challenging. 

Dr. John Watson, who is Holmes‘s confidant and constant companion, has almost 

been critiqued as much as Holmes because ―Holmes and Watson are linked together in 
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inseparable conjunction‖ (Blakeney, 2). The two are still together, even after Watson 

marries. Watson returns to help Holmes solve cases, while Holmes welcomes him 

warmly. He is the only one Holmes is truly willing to work with as an equal, side by side. 

There have been many speculations about the relationship between the two characters but 

what is known is that Watson is one of the few people to see Holmes as more than just 

the logical detective. To Watson, and possibly to Watson alone, Holmes shows an 

emotional and caring side. Without him, Holmes is too cold, too calculating, and too 

logical. With him, a humanitarian side of Holmes is revealed, and thus Watson is 

extremely vital to Holmes‘s character. 

The other vital character is Professor James Moriarty, Holmes‘s most well known 

foe, and one character that people familiar with Sherlock Holmes will recognize. He is a 

rare villain in the series, but appearing more often than villains. While Moriarty is paired 

alongside Holmes, his necessity is hardly ever examined. Normally, critics have explored 

theories that Moriarty was not real, that perhaps Holmes was Moriarty, or that it was 

Moriarty who returned from Reichenbach falls disguised as Holmes. Few critics mention 

the necessity of Moriarty in understanding Holmes‘s character. For example, Holmes 

cannot be who he is without the perfect nemesis, and that nemesis is Moriarty. A number 

of reasons make Moriarty, as an archenemy, vital: the challenge presented to Holmes and 

the limits Holmes surpasses to catch Moriarty. Most importantly, however, are the 

similarities between Holmes and Moriarty: ―The detective becomes part of that shadowy 

world, a figure whose ambiguity is often emphasized by his resemblance to the criminal‖ 

(Thoms, 7). Holmes can be mistaken for a criminal. With Moriarty, however, Holmes is 
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proven to be the hero bent on brining the criminal to justice. 

More specifically Moriarty is also famously known for being Holmes‘s 

intellectual equal: ―You know my powers, my dear Watson, and yet at the end of three 

months I was forced to confess that I had at last met an antagonist who was my 

intellectual equal‖ (Conan Doyle, 1: 740). Moriarty may not have succeeded in 

outsmarting Holmes with his crimes, but he remains the greatest challenge Holmes has 

ever faced. As stated above, for each crime, ―each sleuth rises above his or her own 

limitations,‖ it is not until Holmes faces off against Moriarty that the reader becomes 

aware of Holmes‘s limitations and his successes in surpassing them (Hühn, 25).  

All of these critics make one point very clear: there are many different critiques of 

Holmes‘s character and this helps in understanding how he continues to be popular: 

―research about Sherlock Holmes will never die, or even fade away‖ because ―the 

interest, […] in […] Sherlock Holmes is eternal‖ (Harrison, xiii). The fact that Holmes is 

even still being written about, both as fiction and nonfiction, proves his enduring fame.   

 

Why is he famous? 

Sherlock Holmes was, and still is, the epitome of the detective and of detective 

fiction. During publication and after Conan Doyle retired Holmes for the final time in 

1927, imitators rapidly produced their own detective fiction. Doyle was not a fan of his 

own creation, attempting to kill him off and failing, but he nevertheless brought to the 

world an immortal detective that could withstand time, and even his own creator.  

Although Holmes was a fictional detective, people appreciated his ability to solve 

cases. During the time Conan Doyle was writing Holmes, the police needed help solving 
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crimes because while ―[t]here was no question […] that the constables were […] to 

prevent crime‖ they were not successful at solving them (Smith, 61). Holmes offered 

Londoners a sense of security. This feeling of safety was particularly important since in 

the years just before Sherlock Holmes was written, the police were unable to catch the 

infamous killer Jack the Ripper, who was terrorizing the public.  

Part of Holmes‘s appeal also came from his accessibility. Despite his 

extraordinary skills, people could relate to him because even though he was ―a detective 

who is highly intelligent, essentially moral, somewhat elitist, all knowing, disciplinary in 

knowledge and skills, energetic, eccentric, [he was] also in touch with the ordinary 

people who populate the stories (Knight, 55). For all of Holmes‘s extraordinary elitism 

and expertise, he will still fight for the common man. His figure was the one to look to, 

for both everyday readers and real life detectives, for guidance or answers. He becomes a 

God of detective fiction, or more precisely, the archetype for the form of the fictional 

detective. 

Holmes‘s popularity continued to soar as people respected his methods of 

deduction and his ability to almost effortlessly solve crimes, even though he was a 

fictional character. Readers felt that Holmes could bring order to their lives and reveal the 

mysteries of the world: ―[The characters in Sherlock Holmes] fall consistently into error 

and danger and represent the anxiety of the readers who flocked to buy, enjoy, and 

believe in the fables of protection created by Arthur Conan Doyle‖ (Knight, 55).  His 

methods could solve any number of problems and he became the person the world could 

rely on.   
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Detective Fiction’s Enduring Fame 

 Detective fiction stands as one of the most widely read genres today: ―The 

resilience of detective fiction, and particularly the fact that so many people are apparently 

under its spell, has puzzled both admirers and its detractors‖ (James, 169). Holmes 

appeared at just the right time for the public, when they needed someone to defend them. 

Conan Doyle launched the popularity of detective fiction, even if he was not the first to 

write it. He set out to create a whole new type of detective, and in doing so created the 

example for all other detectives and fiction writers to follow: ―The success of Sherlock 

Holmes inspired an entire generation of detective writers in England‖ (Jann, 41). Today it 

seems that detective fiction ―is on the verge of becoming a truly global mythos‖ 

(Delamater and Prigozy, 9). 

The wealth of speculation surrounding Holmes‘s character certainly plays a role 

in his enduring fame but Holmes and his stories continue to fascinate people around the 

world. The question remains though as to why he is popular all around the world. To 

understand this fame, an exploration of the history of detective fiction‘s popularity is 

necessary. Critics argued that detective fiction represents ―an expression of conservative, 

bourgeois, ethnocentric Anglo-American values‖ but has spread ―to accommodate a 

much greater diversity of social values and ideologies‖ (Cawelti 9). Detective fiction, 

however, continues to be ―a genre […] deeply pervaded by the bourgeois individualistic 

worldview‖ that is prized in many of the same places as individuality is.   

When the world is in danger, the people call for a hero, but when the people of the 

world need to understand the changes happening around them they call for a detective. 
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Detective stories reflect the social changes occurring in the world during the writer‘s 

time. The values that make detective fiction so popular can be traced in different cultures 

that create Holmesian adaptations or renditions as individualistic ideals, and other 

principles represented in Holmes, become popular or acceptable in the societies. If 

multiple adaptations or renditions are created in one particular society, with the 

adaptations changing with time to include more of Holmes‘s characteristics, it may be 

concluded that the values of the society are changing as well. The world changes, but the 

core of the detective story does not, representing a singular, unconscious, and constant 

need for what the detective has come to represent: logic, elitism, aloofness, bourgeois 

individualism, and a humanity the reader can relate to, which Holmes has come to 

symbolize.   

As Holmes‘s popularity grows in each different culture, each society adapts their 

own Holmesian stories or creates their own detectives based on the original detective, 

adding their own unique touches. In most cases, however, societies keep staples of 

Holmes‘s character, outside of his methods, in adaptations, such as his ―Englishness‖ or 

even his classic uniform of a deerstalker cap and pipe. The detective or Holmesian 

representation can still describe what values the society prized at the time of the 

adaptations depending on what the detective was like. If the adaptation was distinctly 

Holmesian, the society needed classic images or locations as a medium for the values 

they could not accept. If the rendition had Holmesian characteristics but was created to be 

part of a different society, then the culture was ready to accept Holmesian characteristics 

into their culture, proving that Holmes does not have to be British to be who he is. The 
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scenario of adaptations and renditions revealing changes in a society is the case for 

Holmes‘s presence in Japan, which will be explored in further detail in the next chapter. 

Despite Conan Doyle retiring Holmes in 1927, other authors continue to write 

about him while others continue to analyze his character. Holmes‘s goal in every story is 

to solve the crime and shed light on the truth. Even though the world has changed, 

detective fiction continues to represent certain enduring ideals. Holmes is also the one 

detective that is continued to be called upon to solve the most challenging of cases. He is 

the one the world keeps relying on, and Japan is no exception. By reviewing Holmes‘s 

personality, first alongside early Japanese fictional detectives and adaptations, and then 

alongside Death Note, I will prove that L is the first true Japanese Sherlock Holmes. 
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Chapter 2: Sherlock Holmes in Japan 

Sherlock Holmes‘s influence is so great that his skills, methods, and even specific 

eccentricities are evident in detectives worldwide, including detectives from Japanese 

literature. Before Sherlock Holmes was translated into Japanese, the genre of detective 

fiction was nonexistent in Japan, though there was a long history of crime fiction. 

Holmes‘s presence is still felt in modern Japan, as evidenced by Japan‘s most popular 

mediums, graphic novels and anime, which include titles such as Case Closed and 

Sherlock Hound. All engage Holmes‘s legacy in different ways.  

Sherlock Holmes‘s effect on Japanese detective fiction was evident from the 

moment the first texts and translations arrived in Japan during the Meiji Restoration, 

which lasted from 1868 to 1912 and included major social, political, and cultural 

changes. What followed was a drive to modernize, or as some called it, westernize: 

―‗Under Victorian influence, the Japanese abandoned kimonos for suits, rice for bread 

and futons for beds and adopted a European living style‘‖ (Riley and McAllister, 93). As 

Japan compared itself to the rest of the world, the nation concluded it needed to change to 

become a world power. Japan learned from England and respected icons of English 

culture, such as Sherlock Holmes: ―The popularity of the English detective reflects 

Japan‘s fascination with Victorian society‖ (Riley and McAllister 92-93) as Sherlock 

Holmes was a symbol of Victorian society. Japan both revered and copied the detective. 

It adapted his stories to Japanese culture, but these adaptations were meant to be more 

―Japanese‖ than the English originals. For example, instead of Conan Doyle‘s ―The Red 

Headed League‖, Japanese translators renamed the story ―The Bald Headed League‖ 
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because there were few red headed people in Japan. However, the stories were essentially 

the same.  

From the very beginning, detective fiction became a symbol of western society 

for Japan during the Meiji Era: ―For many Japanese observers, [detective fiction] became 

a test case for measuring Japan‘s fitness to call itself a modern nation, a cultural 

touchstone for Japan‘s national identity, its national competence, and its place in the 

world‖ (Silver, 3). Detective fiction, especially Sherlock Holmes, presents the epitome of 

human reasoning and modern thinking. Once Japan could create its own fictional 

detective, the nation would have equal standing with the rest of the world.  

While detective fiction was new in Japan, crime fiction was not; on the contrary, 

works of crime fiction in Japan date back to the beginning of the Tokugawa period, 

which spans between 1603 and 1868. This is similar to the situation in England in that 

crime fiction had been around for several years before detective fiction. It was not until 

detective fiction began to be translated during the Meiji Restoration that the preferred 

genre changed to detective fiction. At first, detective fiction primarily was derived from 

English detectives, like Sherlock Holmes. The characters of detective fiction were 

respected for their skills of deduction, their scientific methods, and their analytical 

reasoning (Silver, 58-59). Sherlock Holmes was the classic symbol for detective fiction 

as well as a symbol of English culture. This connection to English culture fades as 

Holmes becomes integrated into Japanese society.   

 Sherlock Holmes was first brought overseas to Japan in 1894 with a very loose 

translation of The Man with the Twisted Lip, translated as a four part series titled Kojiki 
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Doraku. After the success of this series, A Study in Scarlet and The Adventures of 

Sherlock Holmes were serialized in 1899. A Study in Scarlet was republished under a 

Japanese title that translates as The Bloodstained Wall. With these alterations came a 

number of different names for the great detective, such as Honda, Inokichi Holimi, or 

Tairoku Komuro, making the stories somewhat more relatable for Japanese readers. 

Translations continued throughout the years; The Hound of Baskervilles was translated in 

1916, along with more stories from The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. This new 

publication of The Adventures was a closer translation to the original Strand magazine 

publication and was so popular that it set the standard for later translations. The first 

complete translation of Sherlock Holmes was published between 1931-1933 by Kaizo-

sha, while a later edition was published between 1951 and 1952, translated by Ken 

Nobuhara. Holmes was also translated for children, both in novel and comic book form. 

The first translation for children was The Naval Treaty. Often, Holmes‘s addiction is 

changed; in 1958, for instance, he was depicted as being addicted to coffee instead of 

cocaine, most likely for societal reasons (Webb, 17-22).  

Since his first introduction, Sherlock Holmes has remained popular in Japan; even 

when tensions between England and Japan rose during World War II, Holmes‘s 

reputation in Japan never faltered. When The Return of Sherlock Holmes was published 

in 1941, it brought comfort to many Japanese soldiers on the front line (Webb, 17-22). 

Today, the image of Holmes, the classic silhouette with the deerstalker cap and pipe, is 

widely used throughout Japan for media advertisements, while his name is used by 

commercial establishments to bring in business (Webb, 17-22). The popularity of the 
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great detective remains strong today and shows no sign of wavering, as Japan continues 

to adapt Sherlock Holmes into the national culture.   

The first versions of Conan Doyle‘s Sherlock Holmes are best described as very 

loose translations, like ―The Bald Headed League‖ or The Bloodstained Wall. Following 

these loose translations, a shift took place in Japanese literature: namely Japanese writers 

wanted to write their own detective stories. Holmes did not change the core of Japanese 

detective fiction, he was the core. Before Holmes was translated, detective fiction was 

nonexistent in Japan. After Holmes had been directly translated, Japan then began trying 

to create its own detectives, based on and yet distinct from the English original.  

Outside of direct translations and adaptations of Sherlock Holmes, there has been 

a recent increase in Japanese authors remaking Holmes character or linking Holmes to 

their own detectives. However, from the first rendition of Sherlock Holmes in a Japanese 

context, The Curious Casebook of Inspector Hanshichi, in 1917, to a more recent 

example, Case Closed, first published in 1994, the Holmesian character is not quite 

―Holmesian.‖ This could mean the detective‘s personality changed, the detective does not 

use Holmes‘s methods, or that a companion or archenemy is not present alongside the 

detective. Death Note presents the first near perfect parallel to Holmes. As Japan attempts 

to create a Holmesian character, something central to the character is left out, whether the 

companion or some part of Holmes‘s personality. I am not a Japanese scholar but it 

seems relatively self evident that these missing elements in the adaptations indicate an 

unreadiness on Japan‘s part to accept elements of Sherlock Holmes into its culture, 

despite the culture‘s fascination with the detective. When Holmes was first translated, he 
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was strictly an English symbol, but as Japan started basing its detectives on Holmes in a 

desire to modernize, the Japanese authors wanted to make the detective more Japanese, 

outside of name and title changes. Each time though, Japan was not ready to accept all of 

Holmes‘s traits into their culture. Following this logic, I argue that cultural changes in 

Japan can be traced alongside the adaptations, translations, and renditions of Sherlock 

Holmes, presented through four distinct cases: Inspector Hanshichi, Sherlock Hound, 

Case Closed, and Death Note. More importantly, however, is that each example before 

Death Note does not offer a proper Sherlock Holmes of Japan. Death Note’s protagonist 

L is the first Japanese Sherlock Holmes and proves that Holmes does not have to be 

English to be who he is. Through L, it is proven that Holmes becomes a transnational 

symbol instead of an English icon.  

 

The Curious Casebook of Inspector Hanshichi, 1917-1937 

The first example of a rendition of Holmes is The Curious Casebook of Inspector 

Hanshichi, written by Okamoto Kidō and published between 1917 and 1937. While most 

Japanese fictional detectives were strictly derived from fictional western detectives, 

―Hanshichi forever changed this perception, becoming the first truly homegrown 

example of Japanese historical detective fiction‖ (MacDonald, xxviii). Hanshichi’s 

author, however, ―made no secret of the fact that his hero was modeled on Conan Doyle‘s 

master sleuth Sherlock Holmes‖ (MacDonald, xxix). While he attempted to distinguish 

his character and his fiction from Conan Doyle‘s, the influence was evident. Conan 

Doyle‘s narrative style is very distinct and the same narrative style is used in Hanshichi, 

which was also published as prose fiction, like Conan Doyle‘s stories. This is significant 
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because of all the Japanese renditions and adaptations I explore, Hanshichi is the only 

prose fiction. Every other example is presented in a distinctly Japanese medium. 

Hanshichi was based on Sherlock Holmes but there are many significant details of 

Holmes‘s personality that are missing from Hanshichi; for one he is not as arrogant, nor 

does he have a companion to rely on. He has a friend in the nameless narrator who refers 

to him as ―Uncle K‖ at first, but the narrator is not involved in the stories like Watson is. 

After hearing part of a tale from his father, the narrator goes looking for Hanshichi to 

listen to the rest of the story and continues to go back to hear more stories. Watson, on 

the other hand, goes with Holmes to investigate cases and helps solve mysteries. While 

Hanshichi solved cases, he was almost always alone. Hanshichi also does not have an 

intellectually equal archenemy that tests his skills. He is much more personable than 

Holmes and enjoys taking the credit for his accomplishments rather than passing it off to 

the police as Holmes does. Hanshichi works with the police rather than around them, and 

maintains a better relationship with them than Holmes does.  

Similar to Holmes, Hanshichi does have superior skills of observation and 

deduction. When the narrator asks Hanshichi about a murder case that no one else could 

solve, he replies: 

You say you want to know how I homed in on Little Willow as my prime 

suspect? Well, as I said earlier, it was because of the stone lantern. That 

impression in the moss looked to me to have been left by a woman. Even so, most 

women wouldn‘t have been able to clamber over a high fence like that with such 

ease. I knew it had to have been someone lightweight and agile. Then it struck 

me—an acrobat. There weren‘t very many female acrobats in Edo. I‘d heard some 

bad rumors about one in particular named Little Willow who performed in 

Ryōgoku and kept a young lover. I had a hunch she was the one I was after, so I 

checked her out. (Kidō, 52) 
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Like Holmes, Hanshichi looks for clues others might miss or believe insignificant to 

come to truths no one else sees. Hanshichi can then use analytical reasoning to come to 

the right conclusion, much as Holmes uses reasoning to come to the correct conclusion. 

This knowledge and reasoning are essential to Holmes‘s occupation, which depends on 

his capabilities of catching criminals, but, while Hanshichi considers detection a job, 

Holmes considers it a lifestyle.  

Hanshichi is the first Japanese adaptation of the Holmes character, but again he is 

missing several key facets. Hanshichi is not paired against an intellectually equal 

archenemy, nor does he have a singular companion to rely on. He uses deductive 

reasoning but detection is more of a job for him than a way of life, as it was for Holmes. 

On the other hand, the physical habits of Holmes were transposed onto Hanshichi in 

distinctly Japanese forms. For example, Hanshichi is depicted smoking a Japanese pipe 

and wearing Japanese robes. He is also located in Edo, Japan, before the English cultural 

explosion of the Meiji Restoration. All of these differences point to the conclusion that 

Japan was not ready for a purely Japanese Sherlock Holmes because the society was not 

ready to accept all of Holmes‘s characteristics. Following Inspector Hanshichi, there are 

more direct translations of Sherlock Holmes, but no other significant attempts to adapt 

Holmes into a new Japanese character occur until 1984.  

 

Sherlock Hound, 1984-1985 

 Sherlock Hound, also known as Famous Detective Holmes, or Detective Holmes, 

aired in Japan in from 1984 to 1985. The show‘s premise involved transforming every 

one of Conan Doyle‘s characters into dogs and placing the characters in an alternate style 
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science fiction London. While Hound is extremely similar to Holmes, there are several 

crucial differences between Conan Doyle‘s original character and the adaptation 

presented in this animated series. 

 Though Hound is most certainly based on Holmes, several differences distinguish 

the two detectives, namely differences in Moriarty‘s role and depiction. While Moriarty 

is a relatively minor figure in Conan Doyle‘s work, minor in that he only appears a few 

times, in Hound, he is a central antagonist, but far less capable than the original and 

accompanied by two blundering sidekicks. He does not seem to be Hound‘s intellectual 

equal, but rather an inconvenience for him. Despite not presenting the same challenge as 

Conan Doyle‘s original Moriarty, Hound‘s Moriarty is still responsible for much of the 

crime in London, maintaining Hound‘s desire to catch his Moriarty. 

Like Holmes and Hanshichi, Hound uses the same methods of deduction to solve 

cases. For example, when a little girl visits Hound for help, he is able to surprise Watson 

by pinpointing the location of the girl‘s home as being five miles away: ―It‘s obvious the 

mud on her shoes could only be found in Broughton‖ (Mikuriya and Miyazaki, 1984). 

Hound here evokes the original Holmes, who is often able to deduce key facts about 

people who come to him for help, without any precursor or question. Like Holmes, 

Hound is also constantly performing chemical experiments in his room. Watson is still 

Hound‘s constant companion, although Hound‘s Watson is more bumbling. Hound‘s 

Watson is not, however, as bumbling as Lestrade and the team of police officers in Conan 

Doyle‘s original, and most certainly not as dimwitted as other adaptations of this 

character. 
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Hound‘s clothing also evokes the classic image of Holmes: the coat and 

deerstalker cap with a pipe. Hound was strictly an English detective story made by 

Japanese writers. The work itself, Sherlock Hound is a Japanese animated show, and 

although this can be misinterpreted as derogatory, it is instead a form of praise, since 

animation is such a highly valued medium in Japan. Japan revamped Holmes in the 

creation of Hound, but because the nation created an example that focused more on the 

English original than on creating a Japanese Sherlock Holmes, Japan needed to 

compensate for this transition by using a Japanese medium, animation. The nation was 

still not ready to accept every part of Holmes. By 1984, some of Holmes‘s traits were 

more suitable to Japanese culture but not always favorable in public. In order to maintain 

the Holmesian aspects better than Hanshichi, Japan set Holmes back in London.   

 

Case Closed, 1994-present 

Case Closed takes Holmes one step further. The graphic novel Case Closed, also 

known as Detective Conan, written by Gosho Aoyama, began publication in 1994 and 

continues today. The story focuses on Jimmy Kudo, a seventeen-year-old high school 

student who is obsessed with being a great detective like Sherlock Holmes. His life 

revolves around becoming just like his hero, Sherlock Holmes: ―I only played soccer to 

develop the reflexes necessary for a detective to have. You know Holmes practiced 

fencing. […] He‘s amazing! Always cool and composed! Brimming with intelligence and 

refinement! His reasoning and observational skills are peerless‖ (Aoyama, 1: 11). He 

respects Holmes‘s methods and even his image. Kudo is in absolute awe of Holmes‘s 

ability to stay calm under pressure and admires Holmes‘s reliance only on logic and 
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intelligence to solve cases. Kudo‘s respect is commendable but he is far from being like 

Holmes. While studying Holmes‘s methods certainly made Kudo more capable of 

reaching the correct conclusions, there is more to Holmes than just his methods.  

Kudo certainly has the knowledge to back up his theories, as well as a firm 

understanding of analytic reasoning, as his methods are based on Holmes‘s, but there are 

several key differences that distinguish Kudo and Holmes: the addiction to solving 

crimes, the drug use, the companion, and his personality itself. Kudo enjoys the glory that 

comes from solving cases, but often has to work outside the police to solve anything. He 

enjoys the romantic attention he is able to win, whether because of his Holmesian skills 

or his youth, while Holmes himself shied away from attention. Kudo does not seem to 

use drugs to keep his mind sharp like Holmes did, or even at all. As for a companion, 

Kudo has friends, and a central love interest, but there does not seem to be anyone he can 

thoroughly trust like Holmes trusts Watson. His archenemy consists of a group, but like 

Moriarty, they are infinitely clever and Kudo remains unable to catch them.  

Though Aoyama creates a brilliant detective, he does not create a perfect match to 

Sherlock Holmes. The link between Holmes and Kudo is explicit, however, and clearly 

qualifies Kudo as a Japanese rendition of Conan Doyle‘s original work. In the figure of 

Kudo, Japan gets a far more Holmesian detective than Hanshichi and a more acceptable 

Holmesian figure than Hound, but the only reason Kudo can be like Holmes in Japanese 

society is because he explicitly declares his intention to be just like him. Otherwise, Kudo 

is just a normal seventeen-year-old Japanese schoolboy.  
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Each of these Japanese characters are both similar and yet still different from 

Holmes. Over time, more of Holmes‘s characteristics slip into Japanese culture, and 

Holmes becomes less distinctively English. The cultural changes in Japan that are 

coinciding with adaptations, translations, and renditions of Holmes demonstrate how 

Japan is opening up to ‗western‘ ideas over the course of the twentieth century and 

becoming increasingly accepting of jarringly un-Japanese characters (and characteristics). 

However, the perfect blend of Japanese and English culture is not presented until the 

graphic novel Death Note, where L becomes the first example of a truly Japanese 

Sherlock Holmes. 
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.Chapter 3: It’s “L”ementary  

Each of the examples above exemplifies different parts of Holmes during a 

particular time span of Japanese culture. None of the mentioned examples, however, 

succeeds in adapting Holmes completely. Each instance, from Hanshichi in The Curious 

Casebook of Inspector Hanshichi to Jimmy Kudo in Case Closed, presents a clearer and 

clearer blending of English and Japanese culture, but at the same time, each of these 

figures sacrifices or fails to demonstrate some part of the Holmesian figure. With Death 

Note’s L, however, we finally get a nearly perfect parallel to Holmes, unlike any other 

before him. L destroys the classic image of Holmes, while at the same time capturing the 

essence of Holmes‘s character. In doing so, he proves that Holmes is more than a merely 

English icon, but rather a transnational symbol. L‘s similarity to Holmes proves that he is 

the first Japanese Sherlock Holmes. 

 

Appearance 

I have argued that Hanshichi constituted a reasonable illustration of a Japanese 

Sherlock Holmes, complete with a pipe and coat. Hound is drawn with not only the pipe, 

but also the classic Holmesian deerstalker cap. Kudo is drawn as a Japanese schoolboy, 

but promotional pictures present him in classic Holmesian gear. L, however, looks very 

different from Holmes. Below, from left to right are Sherlock Holmes, Inspector 

Hanshichi, Sherlock Hound, Jimmy Kudo, and L. 
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2 3 4 5 6
 

An adaptation of Holmes does not have to include a detective who looks like Holmes. 

Although Holmes‘s appearance is extremely well known and popularly associated with 

his character, he, or any adaptation thereof, does not have to have a pipe, deerstalker cap, 

or coat to be like him. It is not Holmes‘s physical appearance that makes him who he is; 

his internal character and external relationships are what matter most.  

Although L does not look like Holmes, his mannerisms are like the great 

detective‘s. Even though L and Holmes look the most physically different from one 

another, the characters are still actually quite alike because of their attitudes and 

mannerisms. L is drawn to appear aloof, a characteristic sometimes associated with 

Holmes, but L is anything but aloof when a case comes to his attention. His reserve may 

be present when meeting people, but when he is solving a case, he is sharp-eyed and 

focused. Even when he is not on a case, L is constantly aware of his surroundings. L does 

not care what other people think of him, nor does he solve crimes to benefit anyone but 

himself. His laid-back manner reveals a nonchalant man who cares more about a case 

than about the opinion of society. L‘s appearance can unsettle a stranger, particularly 
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because no one expects the world-renowned detective to look like he does, young and 

disheveled, and it gives him time to study the people who come to him asking for help.  

When Watson meets Holmes for the first time, he realizes that Holmes is always 

aware of what is happening around him: ―His eyes were sharp and piercing […] and his 

thin, hawk-like nose gave his whole expression an air of alertness and decision‖ (Conan 

Doyle, 1: 11). Conan Doyle‘s description of Holmes‘s eyes as ―sharp and piercing‖ 

credits him with an intelligent, penetrating gaze. Sherlock Holmes is most certainly 

reserved, as some critics have argued, particularly with people he does not know. Like L, 

though, he does not hesitate to observe the world around him, as Watson observes: 

―Holmes was silent and motionless; but I could tell that he was keenly alert, and that his 

eyes were fixed intently upon the stream of passers-by‖ (Conan Doyle, 1: 771). Holmes is 

always observing the world around him, as is L.  

Looking more closely at the images of Holmes and L also reveals cultural 

differences between the characters. L is the perfect blend of English and Japanese while 

Holmes is strictly English. Holmes is a respectable Victorian man, and although he 

detests society, he will still present himself as the perfect gentleman when necessary. L, 

on the other hand, has no desire to accommodate his customers; more often than not, he 

does not even meet them. The difference in the clothes they each wear can be attributed 

to the time period: ―So style conscious were the Victorians that even the poorest 

Londoners wore bonnets or hats‖ (Riggs, 133). No matter what Holmes did, he always 

dressed well, even as a bum in disguise. L wears almost the same loose clothes 

everywhere he goes: a long white t-shirt and jeans, with no shoes or socks. Holmes, 
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meanwhile, commonly wears black slacks, a button down collared shirt, a vest, a nice 

coat, and shined shoes, along with nicely combed hair and possibly a pocket watch and 

hat. Holmes was depicted as wearing the common clothes of Victorian England, while L 

is depicted as wearing casual modern clothes. What was considered ‗the norm‘ or valued 

as respectable in Victorian England is most certainly not the same for modern Japan. The 

fact that L can still be like Holmes without looking like him proves that it is not the 

image that counts for being like Holmes; it is the methods and the personality. The 

difference in clothing shows that L is not just another Jimmy Kudo who wants to be 

Holmes: he is the Sherlock Holmes of Japan. 

 

Personality and Methods  

To start comparing L and Holmes, I will look at one of Holmes‘s better known 

personality traits: his arrogance. His arrogance is exemplified by his description of his 

vocation: 

Well, I have a trade of my own. I suppose I am the only one in the world. 

I‘m a consulting detective, if you can understand what that is. Here in 

London we have lots of government detectives and lots of private ones. 

When these fellows are at fault, they come to me, and I manage to put 

them on the right scent. They lay all evidence before me, and I am 

generally able, by the help of the history of crime, to set them straight. 

(Conan Doyle, 1: 17) 

 

Since Holmes supposes himself to be the only consulting detective, and very few 

challenge him, as no one stands in opposition to him, he can continue to prove other 

people wrong while he correctly solves cases. With his skills and knowledge, Holmes 

helps the police or, more importantly, anyone who comes to him with an interesting case. 

When presented with the clues or information, Holmes can generally come to the correct 
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conclusion without the need to go out to investigate. He can seemingly and effortlessly 

solve cases from his own home, and although people, namely the police, warily respect 

his skills, they find his arrogant attitude unpleasant. 

 L is just as arrogant as Holmes is, as he is able to solve many cases that leave 

others baffled, and rarely having to leave a room to solve them. Very few people even 

know L‘s identity, adding to the mystery and dislike towards him:  

Nobody knows L‘s real name, or whereabouts, or even what he looks like. 

But he can solve any case, no matter what it is. I suppose you could call 

him a sleuth…no--well anyway, nobody knows who he…but he has 

solved countless unsolved crimes so far.‖ (Ohba and Obata, 1: 59)  

 

Nevertheless, L is the one the police, and public, go to for help if all else fails. L can also 

pick which cases he wants to solve, ignoring any cases he does not find challenging 

enough, much like Holmes. Since he turns cases away and refuses to reveal himself to the 

public, many regard him with hostility but respect his skills nonetheless.        

Holmes‘s arrogance can also help explain his disdain for society. Since he is 

smarter than most other people, they find hardly any use for them: ―Holmes despised 

social life, and was happiest when alone or in the company of Watson‖ and ―[h]is distaste 

for most people lay in the fact that ordinary adults were mere children in his presence‖ 

(Siegel, 5). Holmes and L have such a specialized knowledge, which is based on 

something so simple, it is almost as if they cannot understand why people do not come to 

the same conclusions as they do. It is for that reason, people fail to observe their 

surroundings and come to logical explanations based on those observations, that Holmes 

and L think most people are beneath them. This disrespect is even more prominent in L. 

Death Note is the first time he even reveals who he is to others. L respects very few 
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people, and those he does respect earn it: if he is willing to work with someone, it is a 

high praise for that person. More often than not though, L and Holmes disregard most 

people. 

Holmes‘s disregard for people also means he does not particularly care about 

public opinion, even when it concerns him. Many Japanese renditions of his character, 

particularly Hanshichi and Kudo, actually enjoy the publicity. Neither Holmes nor L 

expects public praise, nor do they feel offended when they do not receive it. L‘s 

reputation precedes him, he needs no praise. Although Holmes‘s name is whispered when 

people are looking for help, his true credentials are unknown to the society of his world: 

―Out of my last fifty-three cases my name has only appeared in four and the police have 

had all the credit in forty-nine‖ (Conan Doyle, 1: 719). Holmes does not solve crimes for 

recognition; he solves them for his own satisfaction. He does not even mind giving the 

credit away. For example, when Holmes returns and catches the last free man of 

Moriarty‘s gang, Lestrade informs Holmes that Holmes himself would be the one named 

as the person responsible for catching him. Holmes tells Lestrade he does not want to be 

named for anything and instead gives the credit to him: ―Not so Lestrade, I do not 

propose to appear in the matter at all. To you, and to you only, belongs the credit of the 

remarkable arrest which you have effected‖ (Conan Doyle, 1: 776). He does not want the 

spotlight; he wants to be left alone to do what he wants, and that is to solve cases, even at 

the risk of his own life. L will take credit where credit is due, but he does not always 

receive recognition for crimes he solves. Often, Holmes will be hired by an outside party 

while the police are investigating the same crime. When Holmes solves the case though, 
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he gives the police the credit. It is mostly for the cases that the police are not working on 

that Holmes receives all the credit. The same general rule applies to L but it is known that 

when L is summoned, especially by the police, he always gets the credit.  

I have established that Holmes and L, despite disliking most people, both solve 

cases and bring criminals to justice to protect the public. Holmes‘s ability to solve cases 

is his most well known personality trait. This ability is connected to his skills and 

methods. His methods are primarily observation-based, but despite Holmes‘s arrogance, 

he readily admits his skills are modest: ―I see no more than you, but I have trained myself 

to notice what I see‖ (Conan Doyle, 2: 540). Every guess and ultimate solution comes 

from observation backed up by knowledge and experience.  

L utilizes the same set of skills. He looks for clues that people miss, such as when 

he is reviewing the tapes of a crime scene and he notices an envelope that no else does: 

―What happened to the envelope? At the turnstile and on the platform, he‘s holding 

something like a manila envelope‖ (Ohba and Obata, 2: 164-165). Since L is able to see 

the envelope the police officers are amazed at his observation: ―An envelope? Hey! 

You‘re right. He‘s definitely holding an envelope! He‘s got it over here too. I can‘t 

believe you noticed that, Ryuzaki‖ (Ohba and Obata, 2: 164-165). The police task force is 

in awe of L‘s observational skills. The probability that the police would have not seen the 

envelope or even ignored it if they had seen it is high. L, however, has trained himself to 

notice things and observes much more than the average person. L sees no more than 

anyone else, but he understands what he sees better.  
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Observation, followed by analytic reasoning, marked a change in how both 

fictional and real detectives dealt with crimes. Holmes logically deduces the nature of 

cases through observation and experience. Each Japanese incarnation of Holmes displays 

Holmes‘s same observational skills. It is one of his most prized capabilities. Holmes‘s 

name has become synonymous with deduction and his reputation is tied to his techniques: 

―In brief, observation and deduction accounted for his success. He never missed the 

implication of a worn sleeve, a muddy boot, or a calloused hand‖ (Siegel, 6). Holmes 

paid particular attention to small, seemingly insignificant details because, for him, 

nothing was insignificant. He learned more from studying people than from talking to 

them.  

From Holmes‘s methods and observational skills have created a science: 

―Detection is, or ought to be, an exact science, and should be treated in the same cold and 

unemotional manner‖ (Conan Doyle, 1: 125). Holmes understands that observation, 

detection, and theory come first, introducing a trial and error type of system of solving 

crimes. He rarely made an error, but often hypothesized different outcomes before 

coming to a final conclusion. Holmes turns the simplicity of seeing and observing the 

world into the science of detection. Holmes felt that observation was just as important as 

experimenting and testing in order to understand a subject. This emphasis on observation 

is shared by most of his Japanese incarnations and most strongly by L. L takes this 

science and uses it to solve his own cases and come to his conclusions. 

While most of the pre-L Japanese incarnations of Holmes, namely Kudo and 

Hanshichi, actually had to go out and investigate cases, L shares with Holmes the ability 
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to unravel some cases without leaving a room. Many images of L focus on him sitting in 

a chair looking over video tapes or documents of cases before he is able to solve them 

without taking one foot outside. From his hotel room, L comes to the conclusion that 

Light is in Japan. L set up an experiment to figure out Light‘s location based on the first 

mysterious killing of Kira, a killing no other officer had suspected as one of Kira‘s 

victims: ―The plan was to broadcast live in other areas in turn, but that‘s no long 

necessary‖ because ―You are in the Kanto region of Japan, Kira (Ohba and Obata, 1: 77). 

Later, L deduces that Kira is a student when L notices a pattern in Kira‘s original killings; 

the victims normally died ―on a weekday between four p.m. and two a.m.‖ (Ohba and 

Obata, 1: 94). Finally, L discovers that Kira has some link to the police department 

because not all of Kira‘s victims are known to the public and only have files in the police 

database. Many images of L focus on him sitting in a chair looking over video tapes or 

documents of cases before he solves them without taking one step outside. Often Holmes 

too is able to solve a mystery in his room without physically investigating the crime 

scene. It is only the more troublesome cases that require his particular attention; the same 

applies to L.   

When L finally declares war against Light (also known as Kira,) he is watching a 

news broadcast he specifically set up to test how Kira killed his victims: ―That was an 

experiment to test a hunch I had, but I never really thought…Kira…you can actually kill 

people without direct contact‖ (Ohba and Obata, 1: 74). The ability to deduce Light‘s 

location and skills links L with his nemesis as both are capable of great things in the 

confines of their own rooms. L is able to solve crimes from his room while Light is able 
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to kill people without leaving his house. Just as Holmes is strongly bound to Moriarty, L 

is deeply connected to Light. The observational methods, analytic reasoning, and 

experimentation make L and Holmes so appealing and valuable. Holmes, too, is able to 

solve a mystery in his room without physically investigating the crime scene. It is only 

the more troublesome cases that require his particular attention, and the same applies to 

L.  

Holmes and L rely on observation, reasoning, and knowledge to solve cases. 

These three factors make up the majority of their methods and keep their minds sharp. 

When a case is not available, though, L and Holmes have to rely on other activities to 

keep the mind sharp. Some critics, as touched upon in the first chapter, argue that Holmes 

was addicted to cocaine. Instead, I argue that he simply uses the drug when there is a lull 

in cases while his true addiction is solving cases. Holmes is compelled to solve crimes to 

escape the doldrums of life; he lives for it: ―My life is spent in one long effort to escape 

from the commonplaces of existence‖ (Conan Doyle, 1: 287). Without a case to solve, he 

finds his life quite meaningless. Holmes relies on cocaine whenever he cannot escape the 

boredom of life without mystery and though he is aware of the danger of cocaine, he 

finds it ―so transcendently stimulating to the mind that its secondary action is a matter of 

small moment‖ (Conan Doyle, 1: 124). L also lives to solve cases. He regularly ignores 

his health as he relies on large amounts of sugar and caffeine to stay awake, causing 

himself to become an insomniac, because he is constantly solving cases. L‘s need to keep 

his mind sharp to work leads him to ignore much of anything else. Hound has tobacco as 

his drug of choice, Hanshichi is a fan of alcohol, and Kudo uses no drug. However, out of 
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these adaptations, L is the only one who lives to solve cases just as Holmes does. This 

drug use helps prove the detective‘s dedication, because both L and Holmes are willing to 

risk their health to solve a case or keep their mind sharp for when a case arises. It also 

reveals the real addiction of L and Holmes is solving cases, and not a drug.  

Another key attribute of Holmes used by no other Japanese adaptations except for 

L, is his ability to disguise himself: ―It was not merely that Holmes changed his costume. 

His expression, his matter, his very soul seemed to vary with every fresh part that he 

assumed‖ (Conan Doyle, 1: 254). The ability to disguise himself is important to his 

character because it is necessary for Holmes to solve certain cases. Holmes disguises 

himself regularly because he has become well known, especially by criminals, and it is 

easier to hide his identity when investigating certain crimes. There are also certain 

situations that require Holmes to blend into his surroundings. L, however, does not rely 

on disguises so much because so few people know what he really looks like. What L 

employs instead, for similar results to those achieved by Holmes‘s disguises, are aliases: 

―It is now common knowledge that the three great post war detectives, L, Elraldo Coil, 

and Danuve were all actually the same person‖ (Nisioisin, 43). The use of multiple names 

allows L to work many different angles and gain more information then he would 

otherwise be able to. L will overtake another detective‘s identity, or create a new one, so 

that he can learn any and all possible information, and not be threatened or annoyed by 

other detectives. L‘s method of using numerous aliases also ensures that fewer detectives 

will hinder his investigation. It is also vital to L in Death Note to make sure no one can 

match his name to his face, as a name and face are all that is needed to kill using the 
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Death Note. L‘s need to hide himself behind a name is the same as Holmes‘s need to hide 

behind disguises. Holmes has even taken aliases; the most famous one being after his 

‗death‘ at the hands of Moriarty when he is unable to tell anyone he is actually alive: 

―You may have read of the remarkable explorations of a Norwegian named Sigerson, but 

I‘m sure that it never occurred to you that you were receiving news of your friend‖ 

(Conan Doyle, 1: 767-768). Only one other Japanese Holmesian figure besides L needs to 

use an alias or a disguise. Kudo did not need to use a fake name or costume to hide until 

he had a case that left him in a situation where he had to hide himself. This forced him to 

come up with a new name to make sure he was not found out.     

Even if L or Holmes are cornered in a situation, unmasked, and facing terrible 

odds in their attempt to solve a case, both characters will readily put their lives on the 

line. This dedication is not present in the earlier Japanese renditions of Sherlock Holmes 

but is central to understanding how important solving mysteries is to his character. L does 

not does feel he is truly living unless he has a case to solve, and the more challenging the 

case, the better.  

Both Holmes and L have a very strong sense of justice and this sense of justice is 

the reason each has such a powerful dedication to solve cases. When L discovers that 

twelve FBI agents died because he asked them to work on the Kira case he decides to 

request help and decides to show himself to a select few: ―I‘ll show myself to others as L 

for the first time […] this is the first time I‘ve staked my life on a contest‖ (Ohba and 

Obata, 2: 64, 87). When L finally catches Light he has to give up his life to do so, but he 
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does so willingly and with no regrets: ―There was no evidence that told us you were Kira. 

You were always extra careful. So I gave up my own life‖ (Shusuke, 2006).  

L‘s life revolves around solving cases; he knows nothing else, and he easily risks 

his life if it means solving a case and bringing the criminal to justice. The same 

dedication applies to Sherlock Holmes. Holmes knows there is a chance of danger and 

death when he goes after Moriarty, but chooses to proceed anyway if it means bringing 

the man to justice, even if justice is found in death. The compulsion to solve cases leads 

L and Holmes to risk their lives to solve crimes.  

 Despite this need to solve cases, to bring criminals to justice, and to help the 

public, neither L nor Holmes is particularly willing to work with the police unless forced. 

The previous Japanese incarnations had varying feelings towards the police that did not 

always match up with Conan Doyle‘s original detective. For example, Hanshichi has a 

good relationship with the police, Hound is friendlier than his original counterpart, but 

the police do not always enjoy working with him. Kudo often worked outside the police 

until he is forced to work with them and another detective. Holmes works outside of the 

police, and does not always enjoy working with them when he has to. The relationship 

between Holmes and the police is questionable at best. L has the same type of 

relationship with the police as Holmes. Most police officers find L nearly impossible to 

work with, but will contact him just the same if a situation calls for it.  

This unwillingness to work with the police only adds to Holmes‘s appeal, 

especially when Conan Doyle first wrote Sherlock Holmes. Since L and Holmes often 

help people outside of working with the police, the public felt their privacy was secure 
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and more importantly that the criminal would be caught or the mystery solved after a 

detective was hired. As touched upon in chapter one: ―Sherlock Holmes' real strength 

belongs to the millions of devout readers all over the world who in this age can still find 

pleasure by joining the immortal twosome in a hansom dash down the foggy streets of 

London‖ (Siegel, 8). Holmes was introduced to a public that was ready and eager to find 

a detective who would help them.  

With London expanding during the Victorian Era, it become a cosmopolitan city 

and with the growth came a rash of poverty and crime. As Riggs explains, ―At first, the 

police couldn‘t keep up,‖ but ―by the turn of the century, Scotland Yard had reduced 

crime in the city markedly‖; ―forensic science was very much in its infancy‖ and the time 

called for ―brilliant, modern, scientifically minded do-gooders like Sherlock Holmes to 

strike at the still-beating heart of its criminal underworld‖ (Riggs, 10-11). People 

preferred the detective to the police. The public needed someone to rely on, to call upon 

when the police did not satisfy the needs of the city, and so Sherlock Holmes became a 

figure to look to as a representation of something greater than the police: ―[Holmes] was 

much more than just a popular fictional character. A paragon of science and reason, 

symbolizing all that was good about the British Empire, Holmes was the answer to the 

evil that lurked in its dark recesses‖ (MacDonald, xxxii). The police were criticized for 

the inability to bring criminals to justice, most notably Jack the Ripper, and the people 

needed a figure to turn to that was not the police: ―I don‘t want police butting into a 

private matter‖ (Conan Doyle, 2: 613). Holmes became the answer. 
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L‘s appeal to the public may stem from his unorthodox methods and his basis in 

the popular blend of detective fiction and Japanese mythology. The view of the Japanese 

public concerning the police is sometimes mixed. For small crimes, the police hardly ever 

handle the situation like the public desires and usually ―‗the public believes that the 

police do not rigorously enforce laws with regard to top-level managers, politicians, and 

others‘‖ (Parker, 182)
7
. The general public feels that they do not always have support 

from the police and rely on newspapers to let their concerns be heard. They, too, can rely 

on detectives to investigate crimes and keep the peace and privacy of their individual 

lives. Some people also comment that ―‗Japanese police place too much emphasis on 

political activity—like student radicals and demonstrations by citizens‖ and the public 

feels the police ―should focus more on common crimes, such as burglary‘‖ (Parker 185). 

When the police are incapable of solving a crime, a detective, such as L, is called in for 

help.  

The police, however, are not painted negatively in Death Note. In fact, where 

Conan Doyle writes Lestrade to be a bumbling fool next to Holmes, Ohba depicts the 

Special Task Force as remarkably dedicated officers. The entire police force is not 

presented, and it is revealed in parts of the manga that many officers are scared, but 

generally speaking, the main officers that work with L are presented to be a few proud, 

devoted, and enthusiastic individuals, though L is still the best investigator. Despite the 

positive approach to the police image in Death Note, it is a detective who is needed to 

solve the true chaos of the world, not the police. No matter how good the police are, a 
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detective is still appealing and still needed. When the police were incapable of solving 

the mystery they called on a master of mysteries, L. 

 

The Triad  

Sherlock Holmes, though a master of mysteries, also requires help of a different 

sort. This help comes in the form of Watson. Holmes has acquaintances but friendships 

are on a personal level he hardly considers worth his time. For him, emotions are often 

unnecessary. Holmes has no other friends prior to Watson. Watson‘s presence reveals 

Holmes‘s human side. He is the balance to Holmes‘s cold and calculating personality. 

There is no Holmes without Watson. Therefore, to have a true Holmesian character, a 

Watsonian character is necessary: ―[W]e cannot think of one without envisaging the 

other; we can hardly think of the time when either was not; their names are interlocked 

with the history of crime‖ (Blakeney, 1-2). 

 Kudo and Hanshichi have no singular person with whom they can thoroughly 

rely on, to keep secrets, and to understand their quirks. Without this kind of person, the 

archetypal detective is missing a balancing factor to his character: ―[T]he detective, 

whether professional or amateur, does need some character in whom he can rationally 

confide‖ (James, 182). A companion is indispensable to Holmes‘s character for a number 

of reasons, including company, help, and guidance. Holmes and Watson transcend a 

normal friendship; they are constantly together throughout the ages.  
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For L, the same is true. His friend, Watari, is his constant companion. Watari 

helps takes care of L, and has been the one stable part of L‘s life. He is also L‘s link to 

the outside world. He is the person the outside world must find if L is needed for a case: 

―Watari is the only person who can contact L‖ (Ohba and Obata, 1: 60). Watari is the 

middleman, but it is he is also the only constant upon whom L can readily rely, besides 

the stream of cases. L needs Watari‘s help in solving cases as well. He readily has Watari 

gather information, or investigate for him. He is L‘s public face, but not even Watari‘s 

true identity is known. Watari can handle L‘s eccentric behavior, but most importantly 

can do what needs to be done to help L. Although some may consider Watari as a butler 

instead of L‘s friend, Watari proves to be so much more. He helps to solve cases and 

takes care of L; L solely relies on Watari. Without Watari, L does not know what to do. 

The two work together in a respectful and familiar relationship. L has no other friends. 

He needs no one else besides Watari.   

These companions are essential to reveal a human side to the detective, instead of 

just the cold, logical side normally associated with Holmes or L. Hanshichi is never as 

cold or logical as Holmes, nor is Kudo. Although not everyone likes Kudo for his 
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haughty attitude, he is still more personable than Holmes, and even Hound is friendlier 

than his original counterpart. L, however, is just as cold, logical, and indifferent as 

Holmes. Watson and Watari are the only people to see an emotional side to their 

respective detectives. For example, when Watson is shot, he sees how much Holmes 

cares about him as Holmes repeatedly asks if he is okay and checks for any fatal wounds: 

―It was worth a wound: it was worth many wounds—to know the depth of loyalty and 

love which lay behind that cold mask‖ (Conan Doyle, 2: 624). When Holmes thinks 

Watson may have been hurt, or worse, he panics and easily threatens the man that had 

shot at Watson: ―If you had killed Watson, you would not have got out of this room 

alive‖ (Conan Doyle, 2: 625). Holmes would be lost without Watson, and L does not 

outlive Watari for long. In the book he dies just after Watari, while in the movie he has 

twenty three days before his demise. L only cares about bringing Kira to justice, and 

when Watari becomes a casualty, the killings become personal. Their friendship is so 

great that L and Watari are together even in death. The strong bond between L and 

Watari and Holmes and Watson proves that the detectives are not as unemotional as some 

critics believe; if they were, their appeal would have faded because the detective would 

have been more machine than human, a cold and calculating figure that no one can relate 

to. With Watson, and Watari, a human side is revealed in Holmes and L.    

 Watson and Watari are also present to remind the detective of previous mistakes 

and not to jump to false conclusions. Watson and Watari help prove that Holmes and L 

can trust other people, as Holmes tells Watson, ―‗if it should ever strike you that I am 

getting overconfident in my powers, or giving less pains to a case than it deserves, kindly 
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whisper ‗Norbury‘ in my ear, and I shall be infinitely obliged to you‘‖ (Conan Doyle, 1: 

565). To no one else will Holmes not only admit a mistake but also entrust the job of 

reminding him of it. This admittance of that capability to make mistakes also reveals that 

Holmes is just as human as everyone else. Watari knows everything about L and helps 

guide him as well. L respects Watari, much as Holmes respects Watson.  

Not only do Watson and Watari help remind Holmes and L of past mistakes but 

they also remind the detectives of the laws. The companion makes sure the detective does 

not cross the line too far or too often and makes sure the detective does not go down a 

destructive path. This destructive path is easily seen in Holmes‘s and L‘s archenemies. 

Both Moriarty and Light are the intellectual equals of the detectives they are paired 

against, but more than that, they represent what each detective could have become had he 

turned to a life of villainy. One of the most plausible and terrifying prospects concerning 

Holmes is that Moriarty represents Holmes if he were a villain. With the pairings of 

Holmes and Moriarty, and L and Light, the line between detective and deviant blurs: 

―Although the detective often emerges as an heroic figure whose efforts to transform 

mystery into meaning elicit the reader‘s identification and admiration, his desire for 

authorial mastery disturbingly resembles the oppressive deeds of the criminal‖ (Thoms, 

2). The desire for mastery over solving crimes or even being right is what makes the 

criminal alter-ego so vital to the detective because sometimes the detective will go to 

extreme lengths to catch the criminal, legal or not.  

One other vital point in understanding Moriarty and Holmes‘s relationship is that, 

even though Holmes knows he has to catch Moriarty, he also respects Moriarty above 
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most people: ―My horror at his crimes was lost in my admiration at his skill‖ (Conan 

Doyle, 1: 740). Moriarty is not the average criminal, nor is Holmes the average detective. 

Holmes sees himself in Moriarty, an identification which constitutes one source of 

Holmes‘s respect for him, but Holmes‘s sense of justice also compels him to hunt 

Moriarty. The investigation to discover and catch Moriarty is one of the best challenges 

Holmes ever faces and, despite the danger it poses to his life, Holmes enjoys the chase. 

His skills are finally pushed to the limit when he is investigating all of Moriarty‘s 

previous crimes and trying to gather the evidence that will finally put him in jail; 

unfortunately, Moriarty realizes quickly what Holmes is doing: 

Now, if I could have done this without the knowledge of Professor 

Moriarty, all would have been well. But he was too wily for that. He saw 

every step which I took to draw my toils round him. Again and again he 

strove to break away, but I as often headed him off. I tell you, my friend, 

that if a detailed account of that silent contest could be written, it would 

take its place as the most brilliant bit of thrust-and-parry work in the 

history of detection. (Conan Doyle, 1: 741) 

 

Holmes and Moriarty are often at a standstill because they each try to outwit the other, 

but match each other perfectly; each is always one step ahead of the other. Moriarty 

controls the criminal world while Holmes rules the world of criminal investigation. They 

are each other‘s polar opposite   

In the end, Holmes regrets losing such a brilliant mind as Moriarty. He often 

laments to Watson that even though he receives some challenging cases they are not on 

the same level as Moriarty‘s crimes. This scenario, where Holmes regrets Moriarty‘s 

demise, is the same for L and Light. Light laughs at the efforts of the police after L dies 

because of their incompetence. Without L, Light stands almost unchallenged and may not 
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regret L‘s demise but continues to remember how smart L was. Even though Light 

wanted L dead, he still realizes he lost his greatest challenge after L was killed. With L 

gone, there are very few people who can challenge him. As for L and Light, the two are 

possibly even closer than Holmes and Moriarty; according to another character in the 

graphic novel: ―[L]…has the same kind of mind as Light Yagami…they think on the 

same level…‖ (Ohba and Obata, 7: 91). Both L and Light recognize the fact that they 

think alike, and often exploit it to try and catch each other. As much as L wants to catch 

Light, like Holmes, he cannot ignore the similarities between himself and his target: 

―Kira is childish, and he hates losing. You guessed it…I‘m also childish and hate 

losing…that‘s how I know…‖ (Ohba and Obata, 2: 77). Nor can L ignore the insight that 

Light offers to help solve the case. When Light ends up working on the Kira case after a 

situation arises where he forgets everything he had done as Kira, both are constantly 

comparing notes, while L often asks for Light‘s opinion: ―So what do you think, Light-

kun? Figure anything out?‖ (Ohba and Obata, 4: 17). L takes advantage of Light during 

the investigation, still believing him to be Kira, yet also accepting his reasoning and 

respecting his methods. With Light on the case, L finally has someone to work with who 

can think on the same level as he does.  

In both Holmes‘s and L‘s cases, the distinctions between deviant and detective are 

skewed because of the similarities between the detectives and their alter egos. In some 

cases, outside observers of the pairs are unable to tell which person is the detective and 

which one is the criminal. Some critics even argue that Holmes is Moriarty, that the 

detective was the deviant all along. The similarities between the two members of the 
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detective-criminal pairs never go unnoticed by critics and readers, and Holmes is the only 

person in Conan Doyle‘s series ever to see and confront Moriarty. This scenario also 

plays out in Death Note, creating a strong link between the two tales beyond the 

characters themselves: ―It‘s true that a number of criminal psychologists have suggested 

that L is Kira. In other words, they‘re saying that L has a split personality‖ (Ohba and 

Obata, 2: 56). The idea that sometimes it is impossible to differentiate between the 

detective and deviant is exploited in Death Note. L and Light are opposites of one 

another, representing the other side of the coin. 

 The picture below illustrates the first confrontation of L and Light, when both 

declare war on each other. As is evident in the picture, they are both reciting the same 

words, indicating even further resemblance between the two of them. L and Light have 

similar mindsets; they both believe they are righteous and aim to catch their opponent 

before being caught by him. 

10
 

Further similarities between the detective and villain include the fact that L has the same 

temptations as Light when it comes to the Death Note. When L finally gets a Death Note 

he wants to test its validity by killing a criminal on death row, much to the surprise and 
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anger of the police force: 

L: ―We‘ll have them use the notebook in an execution.‖ 

Soichiro Yagami: ―You mean to test it?!‖ 

Aizawa: ―No way! We don‘t need to do that. The power of the notebook is 

clearly real!‖ 

L: ―We‘ll have a criminal scheduled for execution within 13 days write the 

name down. The deal will be that if the person lives past 13 days, then his 

death sentence will be commuted.‖ (Ohba and Obata, 7: 106-107)  

 

L is willing to test the validity of the Death Note, much as Light did in the beginning of 

the story, and only the Special Task Force prevents him from doing so (although the fact 

that he is only willing to use it on a person doomed to die anyway clearly distinguishes 

him from Light). L proposes the test because he is interested in the authenticity of the 

book‘s power, and this test is like many of Holmes‘s experiments.  As Stamford, the man 

who introduces Watson to Holmes, observes: ―I could imagine [Holmes] giving a friend a 

little pinch of the latest vegetable alkaloid, not out of malevolence, you understand, but 

simply out of a spirit of inquiry in order to have an accurate idea of the effects‖ (Conan 

Doyle, 1: 6). Neither L nor Holmes mean any real harm in their experiments, they just 

want to know the truth.   

Moriarty is a complement of Holmes but L is a complement of Light. Moriarty is 

supposed to be Holmes‘s last enemy. He is created to kill Holmes and only popular 

demand resurrected the great detective after Moriarty succeeds. In L‘s case, the same 

pattern holds true. L was written to oppose Light, as Ohba states in an interview: ―I 

introduced [L] as the force of justice who stands in the way of Light‘s criminal activity 

and who keeps the story going‖ (Ohba and Obata, 13: 61). L was created to be Light‘s 

opposite: ―In order to go up against Light and the Death Note, you need a ‗super 
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detective‘‖ (Ohba and Obata, 13: 61). Light Yagami is L‘s greatest challenge and the 

Death Note case is the best mystery L ever solves. In the novels, L is bested by his 

enemy, but he is resurrected in the movies to prove that he is the winner of the cat and 

mouse game that ensued between himself and Light. One is created for the other, neither 

could exist alone. Holmes needs Moriarty just as Light needs L.  

 These pairings, between Light and Moriarty, Watson and Watari, reveal that a 

nemesis figure, as well as a companion, is crucial to making Holmes and L who they are. 

The methods and the personality are not only attributes of the detective that matter. 

Holmes‘s shadowy and secretive behavior connects him to his enemies. His cold, 

calculating nature calls for a companion to prove that he is just as human as his readers. 

Holmes cannot stand alone. He needs two counterparts, the human and the inhumane, and 

the same is true for L.  

The formula for the ideal detective set out by Holmes includes a long list of 

attributes:  methods based on observation and reason; a thorough background in specific 

areas of knowledge; a disregard for personal health that is aided by drug use; an addiction 

to solving mysteries and a need to shroud oneself in those same mysteries; an arrogance 

that dispels any everlasting relationships, including with the police, but is tolerable 

enough for a true friend; and, finally, an archenemy who tests the limits of all these skills. 

L follows this example nearly perfectly. No other adaptation of Holmes in Japan before 

Death Note managed to do so. By 2003 Japan is not only ready to accept all of what 

makes Holmes who he is, but is able to manifest this acceptance by creating its own 

Sherlock Holmes, steeped in Japanese culture.  
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Conclusion 

―In all the annals of detection, fact and fiction alike, the 

name of Sherlock Holmes stands unchallenged; a paragon 

of logic, a literary masterpiece that has stood and will stand 

the ravages of time. For Holmes is immortal; his 

contemporaries, knowing only the fleeting mantle of flesh 

and blood, have long since passed from the scene, yet he 

remains, a deathless legend.‖  

–Jake Siegel, 

 ―The First Citizen of Baker Street‖  

 

In Sherlock Holmes, Arthur Conan Doyle created a timeless character that has 

transcended time and culture. Sherlock Holmes is known for his deductive methods, his 

analytic reasoning, his addiction, his personality, his friendship with Watson, and his 

fight against Moriarty. He is the immortal detective that creates the outline for future 

fictional detectives around the world.   

The evidence presented in the earlier chapters proved that L is a version of 

Sherlock Holmes, and that Death Note provides the necessary sub-characters necessary to 

support a truly Holmesian figure. With Light taking on the role of Moriarty and Watari as 

Watson, even as a graphic novel, Death Note truly fits the category of detective fiction 

and becomes the fullest instantiation of the Sherlock Holmes figure in Japan.  

Detective fiction‘s influence on literature in Japan cannot be disputed. Each of the 

examples of adaptations or renditions of Sherlock Holmes in Japan I have explored 

represents a different part of Holmes and a different mixture of Japanese and English 

culture. Hanshichi’s character is touted by MacDonald as the first truly homegrown 

Japanese detective, but I have argued that he is still only an example of Sherlock Holmes 

in Japan, and not yet truly a ―homegrown‖ recreation of that character.  My argument for 
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this claim rests on the fact that, similarities aside, Hanshichi is not quite like Holmes:  his 

personality is different from Holmes‘s, and he has neither a companion nor an archenemy 

to round out his character. Hound revives the detective for a Japanese audience after an 

era of direct translations of Conan Doyle‘s original text. Since Hound is more like Conan 

Doyle‘s original than Hanshichi and Japan is not entirely ready to accept some facets of 

Holmes‘s personality, Hound is returned to Holmes‘s home of London, albeit in an 

alternate style. Nevertheless, Hound is an example of a Japanese adaptation because he is 

different than Holmes; he is more suitable to Japanese culture, and the medium he is 

presented in is distinctly Japanese. Like Holmes, Hound is paired with a companion and 

against his archenemy, but he is much friendlier than Doyle‘s original. The animated 

medium in which Hound is presented is also distinctly Japanese: a change representing 

another step away from Conan Doyle‘s original character and towards a truly homegrown 

Japanese version of Holmes. Case Closed is the first Japanese version of Holmes to be set 

in a fully Japanese (as opposed to British or modified-British) context. Jimmy Kudo, 

however, is still much less like Holmes than L is. Kudo admires Holmes, and attempts to 

be just like the great detective, but it is not until L is created that a near perfect blend of 

English and Japanese society is achieved in a Holmesian figure. L is the first full 

manifestation of Sherlock Holmes in Japan, and by tracing his evolution, we are able to 

trace the exact order in which Holmes‘s various defining characteristics were slowly 

accepted and internalized by Japanese detective fiction, and perhaps, beyond that, by 

Japanese culture itself.   
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 I cannot claim to be a scholar of Japanese culture, but each time that a key 

Holmesian characteristic is left out of a Japanese adaptation of this figure, it is hard not to 

imagine that Japanese culture was somehow not ―ready‖ to completely accept that 

particular trait in a beloved fictional protagonist. Japan seems to have valued Holmes‘s 

reasoning, logic, and powers of observation from the beginning, and those three traits 

carry through each adaptation. However, there are times when the Japanese versions of 

Holmes break away from the British original.  As we have seen, these adapted versions of 

Holmes sometimes become more personable than Conan Doyle‘s version, or lose the 

defining companion or archenemy; for some of these new figures, detection becomes 

more of a job than an addiction, and others think their health matters more than solving 

cases or keeping the minds sharp. L, however, uses Holmes‘s methods, demonstrates 

specific areas of knowledge, and has both a constant companion and a crucial arch-

enemy. Solving mysteries is his life and he will ignore his health to solve a case, just like 

Holmes. L takes everything that is well known and popular about Holmes and manifests 

these characteristics in a fully Japanese protagonist set in a fully Japanese environment.  

Holmes‘s traits are more acceptable, or at least more fully accepted, in twenty 

first century Japanese detective fiction than they were in Hanshichi‘s era of old Edo 

Japan, or in the eras of Hound and Case Closed. Not only does L become the first true 

Japanese Sherlock Holmes, but perhaps even more importantly, in doing so, he proves 

that the figure of Sherlock Holmes has become something more than an English icon. By 

comparing Sherlock Holmes alongside L, I have been able to demonstrate what makes 

Holmes memorable, and it is not his ‗Englishness.‘ What make Holmes who he is his 
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personality traits, his methods, and his companion and archenemy, not the deerstalker cap 

or even the Victorian garb and setting. By recognizing L as a fully Japanese instantiation 

of the Sherlock Holmes figure, Holmes is revealed as a transnational icon, an archetype 

for the figure of the detective around the world. Death Note retells the classic Holmes 

versus Moriarty story, as the two immortal characters once more face off against each 

other in a new time, a new place, and as new characters.  
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